[Disparity in the criteria for including patients with neonatal sepsis in scientific medical studies. Are we swimming in a sea without limits?].
To characterize disparity in the criteria used for patient enrollment in clinical research on neonatal sepsis. We used MEDLINE to identify clinical research in neonatal sepsis published in English from 1993 to 2005. We used the criteria of the International Consensus Conference Panel: International Pediatric Sepsis Consensus Conference: Definitions for Sepsis and Organ Dysfunction in Pediatrics (IPSCC) published in 2005 as an arbitrary standard in each of the articles. Articles were considered to define neonatal sepsis clearly if they mentioned the criteria and described the values used. Articles were considered not to define neonatal sepsis clearly if they used the phrase "septic patients were included" without describing the variables or values used for inclusion. We identified 150 articles, of which 26.6 % specified the criteria and values of the IPSCC. The remaining 110 articles did not mention the values or the variables used to define neonatal sepsis. There is a disparity in the criteria used to operatively define neonatal sepsis in clinical studies performed in distinct parts of the world.